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About This Content

Expand your puzzle adventures with the Q.U.B.E. 2 Season Pass, which will give owners of the original game complete
access to an epic collection of DLC.

The Season Pass features four fantastic pieces of DLC for gamers who can’t get enough of Q.U.B.E. 2, including Two Puzzle
Packs, the Original Glove Skin and the Original Soundtrack!

The Deluxe Edition gives players access to all currently released content, alongside all upcoming content in the Season Pass such
as two themed puzzle packs with all-new puzzles to solve.

Lost Orbit, Puzzle Pack 1 - AVAILABLE NOW

Expand your experience of Q.U.B.E. 2 with Lost Orbit, the DLC Puzzle Pack which gives players access to 10 brand new and
exciting puzzle rooms with an additional master puzzle to finish. The DLC is packed with 32 collectibles to discover in hidden

areas which changes the flow of play and also presents the player with fresh challenges.

Step aboard the space station for pure-puzzler action and tackle a variety of brain-teasing puzzles, significantly more difficult
than the main game. The open game structure allows players to explore the puzzle rooms in whichever order they would like and

the collectibles provide additional challenges in each room for hardcore puzzle fans to get stuck into. Fans of the Q.U.B.E.
franchise won’t want to miss out on this fantastic piece of DLC!

Features List
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Classic puzzle pack with a space theme

10 challenging puzzle rooms with multiple objectives

1 master room puzzle

Open game structure

32 hidden areas with collectibles to discover

Original Glove Skin - AVAILABLE NOW

Get nostalgic and play with the original Q.U.B.E. gloves equipped in Q.U.B.E. 2! Fans of the first game will recognise the
iconic gloves and be able to play with them in Q.U.B.E. 2. There is also the ability to switch between the old and new style

during gameplay.

Q.U.B.E. 2 Original Soundtrack - AVAILABLE NOW

Immerse yourself in the breathtaking musical score of Q.U.B.E. 2 composed by David Housden (Thomas Was Alone, Volume)

1. Milly's Theme

2. World's Apart

3. Forgotten Roots

4. Oasis

5. House of Leaves

6. Fragile Dreams

7. The Machine

8. Forgotten Dreams

9. Awakening

10. Home

11. The Entity

12. Bloom

13. Memory of God

14. Ruins

15. Sundered
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16. Memory of Man

 Puzzle Pack 2

To be announced!
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Title: Q.U.B.E. 2 - Season Pass
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Toxic Games
Publisher:
Trapped Nerve Games
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470 or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Chronology was a fun experience, but a little lacking. It's definitely worth a playthrough, and I would recommend it, but I'll try
to keep my thoughts concise enough to be helpful.

Pros:
-Interesting gameplay concept. I had a lot of fun just conceptually with the idea of not only switching between two versions of
the levels, but more importantly controlling the two characters in tandem. It was a lot of fun, and the game's strongest point.
-The game, while in a level, feels extremely responsive and well crafted. Switching between the Old Inventor and the Snail is
very fast, as is changing the time period. Moving around and platforming feels good, rewarding and all around pleasant. While
there are a few quirks here and there, they're to be expected, and overall I think the dev team did a wonderful job making sure
the play experience during levels was enjoyable.
-Every one of the game's backgrounds is a delight to look at. The art is cartoony, and fits the feel of the game extremely well.
The music, as well, made my playthrough immersive and pleasant. I'd very much recommend dropping the $3 on the OST.

Cons:
-Length: The game, to be honest, felt really just too short. The length of the levels would be fine, but the difficulty was a far cry
from... well, difficult. Admittedly subjective, but as someone who isn't that great at puzzle games, I breezed through this one
almost without stopping. I was stumped for a very brief moment on one or two parts, but otherwise it was more about the
experience of playing the game, rather than solving any puzzles.
-Out-of-gameplay experience: While the actual platforming and game mechanics felt amazing, the rest of the game left much to
be desired. With no ability to skip cutscenes, replaying the game feels needlessly cumbersome. The inability to set custom
controls was harshly felt, as by default my controller defauled to using the top face button for jump. I had to go into my
controller's settings and re-map the buttons to match up with hte game's control scheme, and that was not appreciated. There was
also no option to change the resolution of the game, only toggle between fullscreen and windowed It is possible to resize the
window, but it would still be appreciated, having defaults in the menu that resize it to maintain window ratio for recording or
just comfort purposes

Final Thoughts/Summary: Chronology is a fun, interesting title, albeit on the easy and short side, with a cute story and a lot to
offer aesthetically. Mandatory cutscenes and no custom control mapping curbed my appetite for replaying the game, but I would
still recommend it for a single playthrough. At a $10 pricetag, ($8 early sale at the time) however, and most of my on record
gameplay time coming from leaving the game running while afk, I wouldn't recommend picking it up unless it greatly interests
you. If a future update were to fix the issues, however, I would love replaying the stages and finding little quirks in the
gameplay.. I hope this game die
Its a lame copy for Clash of Clan
And its Pay2Win. I guess I will make this a positive review since I recommend playing the demo before buying the game. I'm
not picky about how a game controls ordinarily, but I am now. Using hook-swing in the air momentarily halts your momentum,
which I am really uncomfortable with. I can probably get used to that over time, or maybe you will find the controls more
comfortable.. Save your money. This game is garbage, even at $1.99 price tag.

The Good:
- Easy achievements?

The Bad:
- The controls are awful, even with a controller.
- Complete lack of camera control.
- The game is short, 90 mins or so in total.
- The voice acting is completely amateur and stereotypical.
- The graphics - even for a mobile port, they're awful.

Don't kid yourself by thinking "hey it's only a couple bucks, I might as well get it." You'd be better off tossing that $2 out a
window than subjecting yourself to Ninja Guy.. Casual, relaxing, straightforward. I wish real gardening was this easy.. This
game has a very strong story, nice aesthetic, and unique monsters and gameplay. The jump scares aren't too scary, but
sometimes catch you off guard.. If you came here from the original 1nsane (3D * 4WD * 56K), you're going to be sorely
disappointed with this one. Far from the original benchmark offroad racer, In2ane is a Motorstorm clone with surprisingly high
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production values but just sub-par gameplay.

Handling is floaty, the camera swing and shake is too artificial to let the game shine, and while the original game modes and
classic wrap-around-maps are back in abundance, the vehicle physics are just too half-baked even compared to Motorstorm to
really be engrossing. Targem put forth a good effort that shows a lot of pride in their work, I'll give them that, but the game just
isn't satisfying to play.
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I love it, the esthetic, the music, this feeling of being alone in this world.
I just finished the game playing with Xbox pad and no problem so far with the control.. Ok, I want to preface this by saying I
have played a ton of BL visual novels game. I've played all the endings (not sure why achievement 12 isn't showing up for me)
and I've made every type of choice there is. Saying that, I always go in expecting not everything to be perfect. However, while I
definitely recommend the game, there are a few things that made the game a little difficult for me:
First, voice acting. I love voice acting in any game. I feel like it give it more depth and really draws out a character's personality.
However, while there were some characters I absolutely loved their voice (namely Tirs, Lila, and occasionally Marc) I didn't
understand the choice of some of the other voice actors. Not saying they weren't good, but perhaps their voices were better
suited for other characters. A huge pet peeve of mine that also links with voice acting in game- and this is just my personal
peeve- is when voice acting doesn't match what is written in the text. Some of the lines came off awkward/strained, like they
were reading too fast and only had one chance to say those lines. They added words, or skipped over words. Honestly, that's why
I liked Lila's the most, even though she rarely appeared depending on the path you chose. She rarely made a mistake and her
voice seemed the most natural. It was also a little annoying when character pronounced things completely different from each
other. I understand this might come from different regions, as the game is diverse, but we hardly know anything about the
character's backstories or where they're from.

From here, I really want to talk about the writing. This is just another pet peeve of mine and stems from holding a writing
degree; there were so many grammatical errors that sometimes my brain stopped when I read a sentence and I had to go back
and reread. I tried to take in the world building, language, and region the characters were from, but it was mostly words that
were scrambled from possibly typing too fast and were overlooked in editing, which I've had problems with in the past as well.
This brings up one more issue: using a higher vocabulary. The characters in this game are educated, so it's perfectly rational to
think they would have an expanded vocabulary, however, I didn't think it quite fit well with some sentences. In my line of work
simple is best when it comes to writing. You never know what audience you will be targeting, and even some of my friends who
hold other degrees besides the ones I carry were a little confused by the word choices. While used in the correct scenario, I
doubt this would be a problem, but there shouldn't be a push on vocabulary if there isn't a need to. I'm sure with a little touching
up though, the developer could make those words read as well as they had planned for them to.

Honestly, these things were the most negative I can think of, and they aren't even that bad. I loved the game, and thoroughly
enjoyed the writing and the ero portion of the game. The art was beautiful, the music fit with the dynamic of the scene, and the
facts presented in the game were wonderfully thought out and obviously well-researched. I especially enjoyed the Konami Code
reference as a mini-game. I'll be excitedly waiting for updates with this game and this developer in the future.. Game sucks,
really laggy and can't see other peoples bombs. would have been a fun game with friends if it worked okay.. good game 9/10.
I've bought this game twice now. Here, and wayyyy back on XBL maybe 2009ish? I adored it then, and can now reasonably see
it's flaws. I wanted this to be a second life for the game. New updates! Frequent support! But instead, they updated it once and
haven't touched it in six months. Yet another title I wanted to be great, but got dropped. Do not buy TFC. This game is
abandonware.
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